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Particle emission following Coulomb excitation in ultrarelativistic heavy-ion collisions
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We study nuclear reactions induced by virtual photons associated with Lorentz-boosted Coulomb fields of
ultrarelativistic heavy ions. Evaporation, fission, and multifragmentation mechanisms are included in a new
RELDIS code, which describes the deexcitation of residual nuclei formed after single and double photon ab-
sorption in peripheral heavy-ion collisions. Partial cross sections for different dissociation channels, including
the multiple neutron emission ones, are calculated and compared with data when available. Rapidity and
transverse momentum distributions of nucleons, nuclear fragments, and pions, produced electromagnetically,
are also calculated. These results provide important information for designing large-rapidity detectors and
zero-degree calorimeters at the relativistic heavy-ion colliders. The electromagnetic dissociation of nuclei
imposes some constraints on the investigation of exotic particle production ingg fusion reactions.
@S0556-2813~99!01909-3#

PACS number~s!: 25.75.2q, 25.20.2x, 25.70.De, 24.10.Lx
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I. INTRODUCTION

There exist many mechanisms of particle producti
nucleon and fragment emission in nuclear collisions at
trarelativistic energies. They can be divided into the follo
ing ample categories. The first category contains collisi
with direct nuclear overlap. In addition to nucleon-nucle
or parton-parton collisions, which are the most obvio
sources of secondary hadrons, collective mechanisms w
considered for baryon-antibaryon pair@1# or dilepton@2# pro-
duction. The second category deals with ‘‘distant’’ electr
magnetic collisions without nuclear overlap. In such a sit
tion the interaction can be treated in terms of virtual photo
emitted by one nucleus and absorbed by another collis
partner. A subsequent photonuclear (gA) reaction leads to a
so-called electromagnetic dissociation~ED! of nuclei @3–6#.
The virtual photon flux and consequently the rate of suchgA
events is proportional toZ2, whereZ is the charge of the firs
nucleus. The ED process is widely used for studying
properties of giant resonances~GR’s! in nuclei, including
multiphonon excitations@4#.

In Ref. @7# the description of nuclear photoabsorption w
extended to the photon energies much above the GR reg
where the excitation of individual nucleons and multip
pion production become important. The model of elect
magnetic dissociation processes taking into account th
high-energy photon absorption channels was constructe
Ref. @8#. According to this model, the fast hadrons produc
after the photon absorption initiate a cascade of subseq
collisions with the intranuclear nucleons leading to the he
ing of a residual nucleus. At a later stage the nucleus un
goes de-excitation by means of the evaporation of nucle
and lightest fragments, binary fission or multifragmentati
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The latter process dominates when the excitation energ
more than 3–4 MeV/nucleon and is described by the sta
tical multifragmentation model~SMM! @9#.

Another interesting mechanism in the second categor
the photon-photon collision orgg fusion leading to the par-
ticle production at midrapidity@10–12#. The rate of these
processes is proportional toZ4. The effectivegg luminosity
at the LHC collider is expected to be comparable with tha
a possible future photon linear collider@13#.

It is worthwhile to mention that the processes of the s
ond category have attracted special attention in the last
years. This interest is generated by the construction of
new heavy-ion colliders: Relativistic Heavy-Ion Collide
~RHIC! at Brookhaven (Au1Au with As5200 GeV! and
Large Hadron Collider~LHC! at CERN (Pb1Pb with As
55500 GeV!. It is expected that the ED processes will pla
an important role for these energies and especially for
ions with high Z, due to the above-mentionedZ2 depen-
dence. At LHC energies the predicted cross sections for
electromagnetic dissociation,sED'200 b@6,14#, and for the
electron capture,sEC'268 b @14#, are so large that thes
processes will reduce significantly the lifetime of relativis
heavy-ion beams@15# as compared with the proton ones. Th
ED reaction rate at LHC is expected to be 30 times hig
than that for the nuclear interactions (snuc'7 b!. But of
course the ED reactions are much less violent than
nuclear ones.

Hadron production in photon-photon and photon-pome
collisions, as well as in double-pomeron exchange were s
ied in Ref. @16#. All these reactions are characterized by
large rapidity gap separating the remnants of the collid
hadrons or heavy ions from the particles produced in
central rapidity region. High-mass diffraction reactions we
simulated by means of the Monte Carlo event generator P
jet @17#. On the other hand, there are no ‘‘ready-to-us
event generators for simulating relatively ‘‘soft’’gA pro-
cesses, where nuclear degrees of freedom play an impo
role. In particular, such simulations are needed for estima
©1999 The American Physical Society01-1
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the probabilities of different disintegration channels of t
colliding nuclei. The properties of the ED processes have
be well understood in order to distinguish them from ve
peripheral nuclear collisions.

In the present paper we consider the whole set of mec
nisms of Coulomb excitation and subsequent dissociatio
relativistic heavy ions~RHI’s!. In Sec. II the model is pre
sented and compared with existing experimental data on
neutron removal from Au and Pb nuclei by virtual and re
photons. In Sec. III we discuss the ED processes which
expected to be important at the future heavy-ion collide
RHIC and LHC. We present the model predictions for m
tiplicity and transverse momentum distributions of neutro
These results are important for designing zero-degree c
rimeters for beam luminosity monitoring. Rapidity and tran
verse momentum distributions ofp1 andp2 mesons, fission
products, and intermediate mass fragments are also discu
in Sec. III. Sec. IV is reserved for discussion and conc
sions.

II. MODEL OF ELECTROMAGNETIC DISSOCIATION
OF HEAVY NUCLEI

A. Single- and double-photon absorption

Let us consider the Coulomb excitation of an ultrarelat
istic projectile. According to the Weizsa¨cker-Williams
~WW! method the spectrum of virtual photons from a s
tionary target of chargeZt as seen by a projectile movin
with velocity b5v/c at impact parameterb is expressed as
@18#

N~Eg ,b!5
aZt

2

p2

x2

b2Egb2 S K1
2~x!1

1

g2
K0

2~x!D , ~1!

where a is the fine-structure constant,K0 and K1 are the
modified Bessel functions of zero and first order,x
5Egb/(gb\c). It is worth noting that the distribution~1! is
written in the projectile rest frame. This means that for c
liding beams one should use the Lorentz factor of one co
sion partner in the rest frame of another partner,g52gbeam

2

21, wheregbeamis the Lorentz factor of each beam.
The projectile can be exited by absorbing one or m

virtual photons. Multiple excitations of the giant dipole res
nance~GDR! up to the fourth order were considered in Re
@4,19#. Since thenth-order cross section behaves appro
mately as (aZt

2)n, one should expect the maximum effect f
the excitation of238U projectile in the field of238U target at
ultrarelativistic energies. As was found in Ref.@4#, even in
this case the cross sections of the third- and fourth-or
processes are quite small in comparison with that for
second-order excitation:s (3)/s (2)'0.11 and s (4)/s (2)

'0.01. Thus we restrict our consideration by the first- a
second-order processes.

The mean number of photons absorbed by the projec
of massAp in a collision at impact parameterb is defined by

m~b!5E
Emin

`

N~Eg ,b!sAp
~Eg!dEg , ~2!
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(Eg) is the appropriate photoabsorption cross s

tion, either measured for this projectile nucleus with re
photons or calculated within a model. For the cases of in
est, i.e., for Au and Pb nuclei, we use the data set publis
in Refs. @20–23#, including a most recent one@24# where
corresponding photoabsorption cross sections were m
sured. In the GDR region one can use a set of Lorentz-
approximations given in the review@25#. According to pre-
scriptions of Ref.@23#, the photoabsorption cross sectio
obtained in Refs.@20# and @22# for Au and Pb nuclei are
rescaled by factors 0.93 and 1.22, respectively.

Following Llope and Braun-Munzinger@19# we assume
that at an impact parameterb the probability of the multi-
photon absorption is given by the Poisson distribution w
the mean multiplicitym(b) defined by Eq.~2!. Then the
probability for absorbing exactly one photon of any ener
during a collision at impact parameterb is equal to

P(1)~b!5m~b!e2m(b), ~3!

and the probability for absorbing exactly two photons is

P(2)~b!5
m2~b!

2!
e2m(b). ~4!

The normalized probability density that in a collision
impact parameterb the absorbed photon has an energyE1 is
given by

q(1)~E1 ,b!5
N~E1 ,b!sAp

~E1!

m~b!
. ~5!

Analogously, the probability density that in a second-ord
process two photons have energiesE1 andE2 is

q(2)~E1 ,E2 ,b!5
N~E1 ,b!sAp

~E1!N~E2 ,b!sAp
~E2!

m2~b!
.

~6!

To consider particular ED channels, i.e., neutron em
sion, fission, multifragmentation or pion production, whic
are studied in the present paper, we define the differen
cross sections for the first- and second-order processes

ds i
(1)

dE1
52pE

bmin

`

bdbP(1)~b!q(1)~E1 ,b! f i
(1)~E1! ~7!

and

d2s i
(2)

dE1dE2
52pE

bmin

`

bdbP(2)~b!q(2)~E1 ,E2 ,b! f i
(2)~E1 ,E2!.

~8!

Here f i
(1)(E1) and f i

(2)(E1 ,E2) are the branching ratios fo
the considered channeli .

Finally, the integral cross sections are calculated as

s i
(1)5E

Emin

`

dE1N(1)~E1!sAp
~E1! f i

(1)~E1!, ~9!
1-2
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PARTICLE EMISSION FOLLOWING COULOMB . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C60 044901
s i
(2)5E

Emin

` E
Emin

`

dE1dE2N(2)~E1 ,E2!

3sAp
~E1!sAp

~E2! f i
(2)~E1 ,E2!. ~10!

Here we introduce the single and double photon spec
functions which appear after the integration over impact
rameters:

N(1)~E1!52pE
bmin

`

bdbe2m(b)N~E1 ,b!, ~11!

N(2)~E1 ,E2!5pE
bmin

`

bdbe2m(b)N~E1 ,b!N~E2 ,b!.

~12!

In the above expressionsbmin is the minimal value of the
impact parameter which corresponds to the onset of nuc
interaction. The integration over the photon energy sta
from Emin'7 MeV which corresponds to the threshold
nuclear dissociation in photonuclear reactions. Due to
long-range nature of the electromagnetic forces, numer
calculations of the integrals~11! and ~12! should be under-
taken with care. A reasonable accuracy can be obtaine
one splits the whole region of integration into two interva
@bmin ,bcut# and@bcut,`). The value ofbcut is determined by
the conditione2m(bcut)'1 which allows one to omit the ex
ponential factor in the second interval. After that the fi
integral in Eq.~11! is calculated numerically, while the sec
ond one can be evaluated analytically, leading to a w
known expression@18#. The same splitting can be made
the integral~12!. Using the asymptotic behavior atx@1:

K1~x!'Ap/2xe2x, ~13!

one obtains the exponential integral which can be found
mathematical tables. With the described method one
avoid problems with too many nodes in the numerical in
gration over the wide range of impact parameters.

The values off i
(1) and f i

(2) for branching ratios of partia
channels of photonuclear dissociation induced by real
virtual photons were calculated within the model of Ref.@8#
which takes into account the fast cascade stage of the r
tion as well as evaporation, fission, and multifragmentat
processes for a residual nucleus.

B. Excitation and decay of residual nuclei

Relative probabilities of the deexcitation processes are
termined by the excitation energyE! of a residual nucleus
formed after the completion of the fast cascade stage of
photonuclear reaction. In the following we consider step-
step all these mechanisms with a special attention to
amount of energy which is transformed on average into
internal excitation of the nucleus.

Depending on the virtual photon energyEg different pro-
cesses may contribute to the energy deposition. Whe
nucleus absorbs one or two virtual photons in the GR reg
6<Eg<30 MeV, their energies are completely transform
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into the excitation energyE!. For preactinide nuclei like Au
and Pb, whose fission thresholds are about 30 MeV, the
excitation proceeds mainly through the evaporation of n
trons, since their separation energies are only around 7 M
Due to a high Coulomb barrier in heavy nuclei, the prot
emission is suppressed in the GR region. A detailed exp
mental investigation of (g,n), (g,2n), (g,3n), and (g,4n)
reactions on197Au and 208Pb nuclei in the GR region wa
performed in Ref.@20#. The presence of the reaction (g,4n)
means that a nucleus has receivedE! up to 30 MeV. For
simulating the particle emission in the evaporation proc
we used the Weisskopf evaporation model implemented
SMM @26# with the assumptionE!5Eg .

Starting from Eg530 MeV, where the quasideutero
mechanism becomes important and up to the single pion
duction threshold atEg5140 MeV, only a part of the photon
energy is converted on average into the excitation energyE!

of the compound nucleus. The rest of the photon energ
taken away by the fast nucleons originating from the abso
ing pair. The energy deposition is simulated by the int
nuclear cascade~INC! model ~see Refs.@7,8# for details!.
The two-nucleon absorption cross section of a photon o
heavy nucleus,sA , is taken from the quasideuteron model
Ref. @21#:

sA
QD5kZ~12Z/A!sd

exch. ~14!

Here sd
exch is the meson exchange part of the cross sec

for the deuteron photodisintegration,gd→np. This cross
section was calculated in Ref.@27#. In Eq. ~14! A andZ are
the mass and charge numbers of the relevant nucleus ak
'11 @21# is an empirical constant. The angular distributio
of nucleons in the reactiongd→np was approximated in
accordance with empirical fits from Ref.@28#. Although the
cross sectionsd decreases strongly with the photon energ
the two-nucleon absorption mechanism competes notice
with the single-nucleon photoabsorption channel up toEg
;0.5 GeV.

As found in Ref.@21#, up to 12 neutrons can be emitted b
the photoexcited Pb nucleus. Assuming that the emiss
comes from the compound nucleus one can conclude
^E!&<70– 80 MeV. The calculations of Ref.@30# for photo-
absorption on197Au and 208Pb nuclei, performed in the
framework of another version of INC model@28#, demon-
strate that̂ E!& does not exceed 80 MeV for 30<Eg<140
MeV. In this Eg region the fissilityPf of 197Au and 208Pb
nuclei becomes noticeable (Pf;0.01 and 0.1, respectively!,
so one should expect the evaporation-fission competition

Above the single-pion production threshold atEg5140
MeV the D-isobar excitation of individual nucleons dom
nates. An interesting effect was noticed in Ref.@30#. Near the
threshold a slow pion has a small interaction cross sec
with nucleons and therefore, has a high probability to ca
away a large part ('mp) of the photon energy. Only atEg
'200 MeV the average valuêE!& starts to increase again
During the fast cascade stage the initial nucleus loses
average 1–2 nucleons and acquires the excitation en
^E!&;100 MeV, which is sufficient for evaporation of man
1-3
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I. A. PSHENICHNOVet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 60 044901
neutrons or fission. The evaporation may take place befor
after the fission. In some cases fission fragments evapo
neutrons as well. The competition of evaporation and fiss
is also described with the SMM@9#.

Above the two-pion production threshold atEg;400
MeV the photon-nucleon (gN) interaction becomes mor
complicated because of many possible final states. Below
use a phenomenological model for exclusive description
thegN interaction developed in Ref.@7#. The model includes
both the resonance contribution from the two-body chann
gN→pB! and gN→M !N (B! and M ! being baryon and
meson resonances!, and the nonresonant statistical contrib
tion from the multibody channelsgN→ ipN (2< i<8).
Subsequently, the fast hadrons produced in a primarygN
interaction initiate a cascade of successive hadron-nuc
collisions inside the nucleus. Finally, when the photon
ergy reaches the value of several GeV, the multiple p
production becomes the main process. A large num
(;80) of many-body subchannels is included in the calcu
tion.

Figure 1 shows the fraction ofEg that on average is trans
formed intoE! as well as average values ofE! per nucleon
of residual nucleus. As it was deduced from the experime
data@29#, E!543.465 MeV for photoabsorption on lead a
Eg570 MeV. This value agrees well with the prediction
our model@see Fig. 1~a!#. In Fig. 1~a! one can see the above
mentioned decrease of^E!&/Eg aboveEg5140 MeV. As
seen from Fig. 1, when the virtual photon energy grows fr

FIG. 1. ~a! Ratio of average excitation energy of residu
nucleusE! to input photon energyEg , ~b! absolute values ofE!

per nucleon of residual nuclei,~c! average photoneutron multiplici
ties ^Nn&, and ~d! width of photoneutron multiplicity Wn

5A^Nn
2&2^Nn&

2 as functions ofEg in photoabsorption on lead
nucleus. Solid lines show theRELDIS calculations, dashed lines an
point represent the experimental data@29#.
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the GR region to several GeV, the nature of the Coulo
excitation changes from the collective nuclear degrees
freedom to the excitation of a single nucleon inside t
nucleus. In the latter case up to 95% of the photon energ
released in the form of fast particles leaving the nucle
Nevertheless, the remaining energy deposited in the resi
nucleus is sufficient for evaporating many neutrons. The m
ments of the neutron multiplicity distribution are shown
Fig. 1, parts~c! and ~d!. Calculated moments are in a sati
factory agreement with the experimental values for the r
photon absorption on Pb nucleus@29#. Below we use the
same model for the case of the virtual photon absorption
electromagnetic interactions of ultrarelativistic heavy ions

It should be stressed, however, that Fig. 1 shows only
average values, while a part of the interactions initiated
‘‘hard’’ photons will lead to a stronger heating of the nucle
by a multipion system. This phenomenon was studied in
tail in Ref. @8# were it was shown that the yield of even
with high excitation energy, resulting in the multifragme
breakup of residual nuclei, might be quite sizable, up
10– 15 % of the total ED cross section. These events ca
easily observed with properly designed forward-angle de
tors at RHIC and LHC colliders.

To include all the processes described above we have
veloped a specialized computer codeRELDIS aimed at the
Monte Carlo simulation of the Relativistic ELectromagne
DISsociation of nuclei. The simulation begins with gener
ing the single or double-photon absorption process. Then
intranuclear cascade model is used to calculate the fast
ticle emission and the characteristics of residual nuclei.
nally the de-excitation of thermalized residual nuclei is sim
lated according to the statistical multifragmentation mo
@9#.

C. Analysis of nucleon emission data

Let us consider now how the calculations based
Weizsäcker-Williams ~WW! method describe the measure
@31# cross sections of 1n, 2n, and 3n removal from 197Au
nuclei excited electromagnetically. The branching ratios,f i

(1)

and f i
(2), for partial channels of a photonuclear reaction a

important ingredients of such calculations. The informati
concerning these ratios can be obtained from experim
with real photons@20,23,29# or from models of photonuclea
reactions analogous to the one used in the present paper
review in brief the advantages and disadvantages of b
these approaches.

The calculations@31# within the framework of the WW
method, which include both isoscalar and isovector quad
pole excitations as well as multiphonon states, describe
one-neutron emission data fairly well. Using the harmon
oscillator model one can derive a Poisson distribution for
excitation probabilities of multiphonon states. On the co
trary, even the theory with these additional modifications
not able to describe the 2n removal cross section. The mea
sured cross section is twice as large as the calculated va
which is determined mainly by the probability of the doubl
phonon excitation. Further modifications of the WW metho
using a ‘‘soft-spheres’’ model and including nuclear-plu
1-4
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PARTICLE EMISSION FOLLOWING COULOMB . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C60 044901
Coulomb processes@32#, do not remove the discrepancy. Th
description of the reaction mechanism within the coupl
channel approach@33# with proper account for the nuclea
interaction is not able to improve the situation. Only t
inclusion of anharmonicities in the internal Hamiltonian a
nonlinear terms in the external field, proposed in Ref.@34#
and later supported by other authors@35#, help to solve the
problem. As shown in Refs.@34,35#, a small deviation from
the harmonic model may lead to a doubling of the tw
phonon excitation probability and to a good description
the data.

The calculations of Refs.@34,35# are based on the one
and two-neutron emission cross sections measured in ex
ments with real photons. Thus only a limited number
channels of electromagnetic dissociation was conside
The differences in the total GDR cross section measured
different groups are found to be on the level of 20%@23#.
There exists also an opinion@36# that for the 2n photoemis-
sion measurements the quality of the data is even m
worse. Different interpretations of the photonuclear data l
to ambiguities in determining the contribution of the doub
photon absorption. Indeed, the double GDR state may de
via 2n and 3n channels and therefore its admixture depen
on the corresponding partial cross sections.

In the present paper we analyze the ED data@31# within
the model of photonuclear reactions introduced above.
do not useexperimental data as an input for calculation
except for the information concerning the nonstatistical c
tribution in the 1n emission channel. It should be remem
bered, that the statistical decay of the compound nucleu
not the only mechanism responsible for the decay of
collective GDR state. This state can also decay directly i
a free nucleon and a hole in the residual nucleus, due to
two-body residual interaction in the final state~see Refs.
@20,37# for details!. Such a direct neutron emission leaves t
residual nucleus in a low-lying energy state where only
subsequent emission of photons is possible. This makes
emission of a second neutron impossible, leading to
suppression of the (g,2n) channel in comparison with th
pure statistical decay. We include this additional nonstati
cal contribution in the (g,n) channel on the basis of th
experimental information concerning this decay mo
The total fraction of the nonstatistical contribution w
evaluated to about 35% and 20% for Au and Pb nuc
respectively@20#. We use these values in our simulation
The emission angles of nonstatistical fast photoneutr
were generated according to the angular distributions m
sured in Ref.@38#.

In our model of photonuclear reactions, implemented
the RELDIS code, we consider all possible decay modes,
cluding binary fission and multifragmentation. It gives t
yields and spectra of different particles in the ED reactio
induced by real and virtual photons. Before discussing
predictions in the remaining part of the paper, let us cons
first how the model describes the existing data on a
neutron removal from Au nuclei@31#.

The results for the few-nucleon emission are summari
in Table I. One can see that the model describes then
emission quite well but the agreement with the measu
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one- and two-neutron emission cross sections is not as g
At the same time the total neutron (n23n) emission cross
section agrees with the experimental value. Due to the
tistical nature of our model one can expect that it is not
accurate for the particle emission from collective states l
GDR, but works better for the multiple emission from th
compound nucleus. This tendency is clearly seen in Tab
The higher the energy of colliding ions the greater the nu
ber of emitted particles. Therefore, the quality of descript
of the low-energy data@31# may be considered as a low lim
for the accuracy of the model which is expected to wo
better with increasing energy. It should be noticed tha
simple Poisson distributions for multiple excitations w
adopted in our calculations. And even within this assumpt
the agreement with data@31# is acceptable, in contrast with
observations of Refs.@31,32#. This discrepancy is due to
slightly different values of the partial photonuclear cross s
tions (2n and 3n) used in our calculations as compared w
the papers@31,32#.

The importance of the double-photon absorption mec
nism is illustrated in Table I, too. Although the total cro
section of double-photon absorption,s (2)5226 mb, is small
compared to the single photon one,s (1)53546 mb, this con-
tribution is very significant for rare channels like (g,4n),

TABLE I. Calculated and measured@31# cross sections for
nucleon emission in the reactions197Au(197Au,xn)1972xAu and
197Au(197Au,pxn)1962xPt at 1A GeV.

Channel

Cross section~mb!

Model Experiment
s i

(1) s i
(2) s i s i

n 2432 74 2506 30776200
2n 926 13 939 6436105
3n 129 77 206 171626

Total
n23n 3487 164 3651 38916227

4n 40 43 83
5n 7.7 11.6 19.3
6n 2.2 4.4 6.6

Total
4n26n 49.9 59 108.9

p 1.7 0 1.7
pn 3.2 0 3.2
p2n 2.5 0.6 3.1

Total
p2p2n 7.4 0.6 8

p3n 0.8 0.7 1.5
p4n 0.3 0.5 0.8
p5n 0.1 0.2 0.3

Total
p3n2p5n 1.2 1.4 2.6
1-5
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TABLE II. Total cross sections~barns! of electromagnetic dissociation,sED , and contributions from the
single, s (1), and double,s (2), photon absorption. The values calculated in the present work and R
@6,14,39# are given for the present and future heavy-ion beams of Pb and Au nuclei.

Reaction
s (1)

This work
s (2)

This work
sED

This work
sED

@6#
sED

@14#
sED

@39#

158A GeV 41.2 1.5 42.7 45.62
208Pb on 208Pb

100A1100A GeV 93.8 2.2 96 88 95
197Au on 197Au

2.75A12.75A TeV 208.7 3 211.7 214 220
208Pb on 208Pb
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(g,5n), (g,6n), and, especially, for (g,p3n), (g,p4n), and
(g,p5n) channels. These listed channels are extremely s
sitive to the presence of the double photon absorp
mechanism.

III. PREDICTIONS FOR ED AT RHIC AND LHC

A. Total and partial ED cross sections

Let us consider now the model predictions for the elect
magnetic dissociation of ultrarelativistic Pb and Au nuclei
fixed targets at SPS and in colliding beams at RHIC a
LHC. The total ED cross section,sED5s (1)1s (2), is ob-
tained from Eqs.~9! and ~10! by taking f i

(1)51 and f i
(2)

51. The sED values for the most interesting reactions a
presented in Table II. One can see that these values are
good agreement with the results of Refs.@6,14,39# where
different procedures for inter- and extrapolations of the to
photonuclear cross section were used.

The inclusive~multiplicity weighted! cross sections for
emission of nucleons, nuclear fragments, and pions in
electromagnetic dissociation ofone of the colliding Au nu-
clei are shown in Fig. 2 as functions of the beam energy
addition to Fig. 2, where the calculations are presented o
for the Au1Au reaction, in Table III the inclusive cross se
tions are given for the three reactions listed in Table II. O
can see that the partial cross sections for neutron emis
are especially large. This is due to the high average neu
multiplicities, 4.1, 7.2, and 8.8, at SPS, RHIC, and LH
energies, respectively.

The inclusive cross section for emitting a fissio
fragment is equal to 500 mb in the case of PbPb collision
SPS energies~see Table III!. This calculated value
corresponds to the electromagnetic fission cross sec
of 250 mb, which, in its turn, does not contradict th
measured value of;340 mb @40#. Indeed the last one in
cludes also fission events induced by peripheral nuclear
lisions.

Very recently projectilelike fission fragments have be
observed in the NA50 experiment@41# in PbPb interactions
The measured fission cross section is 40% above the ele
magnetic fission cross section of 380 mb estimated
the same paper. As it was mentioned in Ref.@41#, since
the experimental conditions were not optimized for this ki
of measurement, certain uncertainties were introduced
04490
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n a

l

e

n
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e
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on
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n

y

thick target corrections. This may explain the difference be-
tween the results of Refs.@40#, @41#, and our calculated
value.

Naively one may expect that the absorption of a pair of
photons leads on average to the emission of twice as man
particles as compared with the singe-photon absorption. I
this case the relative contributions to the inclusive cross sec
tions from the double-photon absorption,s i

(2)/(s i
(1)1s i

(2)),

FIG. 2. RELDIS predictions for inclusive cross sections of emis-
sion of nucleons, nuclear fragments, and pions in the electromag
netic dissociation of one of the colliding Au nuclei. Cross sections
for intermediate mass (3<Z<30) and fission (30,Z<50) frag-
ments are labeled as ‘‘IMF’’ and ‘‘FIS,’’ respectively. Thick dotted
line shows the total electromagnetic dissociation cross section.As
values for SPS, RHIC, and LHC are shown by arrows.
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TABLE III. Inclusive cross sections~barns! of emission of nucleons, nuclear fragments, and pions in
electromagnetic dissociation of Pb and Au nuclei calculated for the present and future RHI beams.

Reaction

s i
(1)1s i

(2)

p n 3<Z<30 30,Z<50 p1 p2 p0

158A GeV 15.9 175 0.09 0.5 1.37 2.28 2.7
208Pb on 208Pb

100A1100A GeV 104.7 686.7 6.28 4.3 24 30.2 33.1
197Au on 197Au

2.75A12.75A TeV 302.4 1853 22.3 11.9 90.4 111.6 121.4
208Pb on 208Pb
n
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ree
should be twice as large as the ratios (2)/sED. Then with the
values listed in Table II one would obtain the relative co
tributions of 7%, 4.6%, and 2.8% at SPS, RHIC, and LH
energies, respectively. As follows from theRELDIS calcula-
tions presented in Table IV, this naive consideration is
valid. By inspecting Table IV one can conclude that abo
10%, 5%, and 2% of particles, on average, are produce
the second-order processes at SPS, RHIC, and LHC ener
respectively. The above-mentioned simple scaling rule
violated due to several reasons.

At lower heavy-ion energies the threshold effects are
portant for the multiparticle emission channels. Obvious
the contribution of the double-photon absorption will be e
hanced for those decay channels, which are weakly po
lated via the single-photon absorption. The examples ca
found in Tables I and IV. At higher energies the simp
scaling is violated mainly due to another reason. The aver
excitation energy,̂E!&, received by a nucleus from a pair o
absorbed photons is less than twice the value^E!& from a
single absorbed photon.

Nevertheless, the general tendency in Table IV
obvious: high-order corrections become less and
important with the increase of heavy-ion energy. This
true not only for the total ED cross section, as it w
recently noticed in Ref.@42#, but also for the partial
04490
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cross sections for nucleon and fragment emission and p
production.

B. Neutron multiplicity distributions

As stressed above, neutrons are the most abundant
ticles produced in the ED process. In addition, there
many mechanisms of neutron emission that makes the ca
lation of their characteristics especially difficult. During th
fast stage of the photonuclear reaction some intranuc
nucleons may escape from the nucleus via a direct knock
either by the incoming photon or by a secondary particle
the course of the intranuclear cascade. In addition, as it
mentioned before, many neutrons may be evaporated f
an excited residual nucleus.

The neutron multiplicity distributions predicted by th
RELDIS code are presented in Fig. 3 for the three reactio
discussed above. One can see that these distributions h
nontrivial structure. They are strongly peaked at the 1n emis-
sion channel associated with the GR decay. On the o
hand, there is a long tail of multiple neutron emission as
ciated with the knockout and evaporation processes. One
see, for example, that the probability to emit more than
neutrons is quite noticeable ('5% at RHIC!. The mean neu-
tron multiplicities for the three reactions considered are 4
7.2, and 8.8 at SPS, RHIC, and LHC energies, respectiv
These results might be important for designing zero-deg
calorimeters at RHIC and LHC.
ions.

TABLE IV. Electromagnetic dissociation of Pb and Au nuclei. Contributions~%! due to the double

photon absorption to the inclusive cross sections of emission of nucleons, nuclear fragments, and p

Reaction

s i
(2)/(s i

(1)1s i
(2))

p n 3<Z<30 30,Z<50 p1 p2 p0

158A GeV 8.1 6.7 14 10.5 11.6 11.1 10.1
208Pb on 208Pb

100A1100A GeV 3.7 3.3 4.2 4 5.6 5.3 5.06
197Au on 197Au

2.75A12.75A TeV 1.8 1.8 1.4 1.8 2.4 2.4 2.3
208Pb on 208Pb
1-7
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I. A. PSHENICHNOVet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 60 044901
C. Spectra of nucleons, pions, and nuclear fragments

Now let us discuss the differential distributions in rapidi
ylab and transverse momentumPt for nucleons, nuclear frag-
ments, and pions.

The Lorentz-invariant inclusive differential cross section
ds/dylab and ds/PtdPt , for neutrons are shown in Fig. 4
Obviously, the dominant part of the neutrons is concentra
near the beam rapidity~see upper panel!. However, the cross
section of neutron emission is quite large (;0.121 b! even
2–3 units away from the beam rapidity. In our model the
neutrons are produced due to reactionsgN→ ipn (1< i
<8) initiated by a high-energy virtual photon. The reco
neutron in these reactions has a chance to keep a great p
the photon energy.

The neutronPt distributions~lower panel! reveal clearly
the presence of two components associated with fast
slow stages of the reaction. The evaporation neutrons
concentrated mainly atPt<150 MeV, while the high mo-
mentum tail of thePt distribution is formed by early emitted
knockout neutrons.

Figure 5 shows the invariant differential cross sectio
ds/dylab and ds/PtdPt for protons. Although the proton
rapidity distributions are similar to those for neutrons, th
transverse momentum spectra reveal a difference. Nam
the evaporation component in the proton spectra is s
pressed by the Coulomb barrier. Instead of two compone
a broad peak is seen atPt;1502250 MeV/c. Its origin can
be understood as follows. A virtual photon from the regi
of quasideuteron absorption,Eg;30– 100 MeV, produces a
pair of nucleons with approximately equal momenta of 20
300 MeV/c.1 They are emitted predominantly at angle
80°285° with respect to the collision axis in the nuclear re
frame and therefore the correspondingPt is approximately
150– 250 MeV/c. This prediction can be checked by me
suring thePt distributions of protons produced in the E

1Fermi motion is neglected in this estimation.

FIG. 3. RELDIS predictions for multiplicity distributions of neu-
trons in the electromagnetic dissociation of Pb nuclei at LHC a
SPS energies~solid and dotted lines, respectively! and Au nuclei at
RHIC energies~dashed lines!.
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reactions. Up to now mainly the collective excitations
nuclei in the GR region were studied in these reactio
through the neutron emission@31# or fission @43# channels.
There were no special attempts to see how virtual phot
interact directly with individual nucleons.

The transverse momentum distributions of intermedia
mass (3<Z<30) and fission (30,Z<50) fragments are
shown in Fig. 6. They are remarkably flat. All these fra
ments are produced at late stages of the reaction and
characteristic momenta, in the nuclear rest frame, are
about 100 MeV/c per nucleon. Their rapidity distribution
are not shown because they are extremely narrow and
tered around the beam rapidities. As shown in Ref.@8#, shell
structure effects do not play a role at these high excitat
energies and, therefore, fission fragments have a symm
charge distribution. The mass distribution of intermedia
mass fragments is close to a power law.

D. Background for gg processes

In this section we demonstrate that pions produced in
gA process may cause problems in studyinggg fusion reac-
tions. The predicted distributions of positive and negat
pions fromgA processes are given in Figs. 7 and 8, resp

d

FIG. 4. RELDIS predictions for inclusive rapidity~top panel! and
transverse momentum~bottom panel! distributions of neutrons
emitted in the electromagnetic dissociation of Pb nuclei at LHC a
SPS energies~solid and dotted lines, respectively! and Au nuclei at
RHIC energies~dashed lines!. Rapidity distributions for colliders
were reflected with respect to the valueylab50. The arrows show
rapidity of corresponding beams.
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PARTICLE EMISSION FOLLOWING COULOMB . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C60 044901
tively. Both p1 and p2 have very wide rapidity distribu-
tions which extend toward midrapidity up touylabu,2 for
LHC and up toylab;0 for RHIC. One can also notice tha
some pions have rapidities which exceed the beam rap
(yRHIC55.4, yLHC58.3). This is a peculiarity of the multiple
pion photoproduction at high energies when a large ph
space is available for pions. Some pions are emitted ba
ward with respect to the virtual photon momentum.

The pions produced ingA interactions close to the midra
pidity region may create complications for the detection
particles produced in thegg-fusion process@10–12#. This
can be seen from a simple estimate. As predicted in R
@12#, the cross section to produce aDs

1 meson at LHC is
0.144 mb andds/dylab is peaked atylab50 so that almost all
these mesons will have rapidities within the intervaluylabu
,2. The probabilities ofDs

1 decays intohp1, vp1 or
r0p1 channels are expected at the level of 1 – 5%@44#.
Then the cross section to produce ap1 from theDs

1 decay
turns out to be below 0.007 mb. On the other hand, forp1

from the gA process we predictds/dylab;10 mb atuylabu
52 ~see Fig. 7!. These estimates show that it will be ve
difficult to separate the products of theDs

1 decay from the
background of thegA process. This does not necessar
mean that the detection ofDs

1 is impossible since differen
kinematical cuts may be applied to suppress thegA back-
ground, as well as other decay modes may be used for
Ds

1 detection. The considered example rather demonstr
the importance of the proper evaluation of thegA back-

FIG. 5. The same as in Fig. 4, but for protons.
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ground in planning experiments ongg fusion at future col-
liders.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have further developed the model
electromagnetic dissociation of nuclei first introduced in R
@8#. The computer codeRELDIS is developed to calculate
wide range of observable characteristics associated with
ED reactions. This code includes the dissociation chann
with nucleons, pions, fission fragments, and intermedi
mass fragments from nuclear multifragmentation. The mo
calculations are in a good agreement with experimental d
obtained for the dissociation of 1 GeV/nucleon197Au ions.
This gives us the basis to put forward predictions for t
electromagnetic dissociation of ultrarelativistic heavy ions
RHIC and LHC energies. One should bear in mind that
multiplicities of particles produced by high-energy virtu
photons are rather small as compared with those in cen
nuclear collisions. But the reaction rates are large. Bes
the fundamental interest, the ED process may have inter
ing applications. As proposed in Ref.@45#, the neutron emis-
sion in the ED process may be used for luminosity monit
ing via zero degree calorimeters. Detailed calculatio
presented in this paper make it possible to eliminate so
unnecessary simplifications in evaluating the neutron tra
verse momentum distributions which were adopted in R
@45#. Although the advantages of detecting mutual on
neutron dissociation events are prominent@46#, one should
carefully estimate the contribution of more deep dissociat

FIG. 6. RELDIS predictions for inclusive transverse momentu
distributions of intermediate mass~top panel! and fission~bottom
panel! fragments emitted in the electromagnetic dissociation of
nuclei at LHC and SPS energies~solid and dotted lines, respec
tively! and Au nuclei at RHIC energies~dashed lines!.
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I. A. PSHENICHNOVet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 60 044901
processes, as it has been made in the present paper
electromagnetic fission of Au and Pb nuclei will be al
noticeable at RHIC and LHC. An alternative approach
luminosity monitoring would be to measure the yields
fission fragments or protons, which can be easily separ
from the beam nuclei by their differentZ/A ratio. Using the
presented abovePt distributions of fission and intermediat
mass fragments one can estimate the response of for
detectors to such fragments. The calculated differential
tributions of pions should be taken into consideration
planning experiments ongg fusion at CERN@47#.

One can use the predictions of the present model in o
to disentangle different mechanisms of the heavy-ion dis
ciation, not only though the measurement of theZ depen-

FIG. 7. The same as in Fig. 4, but for positive pions.
r,

r,

.

04490
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dence of the total cross section, as it was made in Ref.@39#,
but also through the registration of some specific exclus
channels~multiple neutron emission, for example!. Such
measurements are needed, in particular, for understan
the origin of the correction term in the dissociation cro
section found in Ref.@39#.
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